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Tony is a partner in our Business Law Group, where he has built a practice that encompasses all matters
related to corporate and commercial law, including complex mergers, various domestic and international
acquisition and divestiture transactions, multifaceted P3 / infrastructure projects, and corporate /
commercial contracts, including technology, licensing and distribution.

A trusted advisor whose practice is as robust and diverse as his versatile skillset, Tony invests a
substantial amount of his time learning and understanding the intricacies of his clients’ businesses and the
industries in which they operate. This allows him to effectively apply his big-picture strategic mindset in
every transaction on which he counsels; whether he is advising international clients on their expansion into
Canada, guiding clients on a high-profile, multifaceted P3 / infrastructure projects in Toronto, providing
start-ups with industry-leading advice on their ventures, or managing multijurisdictional legal teams on
various commercial transactions. Tony has been instrumental in some of the largest, most notable
transactions in Canada, including a high profile deal in the auto industry.

According to his clients and colleagues, alike, one of Tony’s eminent strengths is his ability to lead a
service team dedicated to helping clients plan, negotiate and successfully implement substantial
transactions within time-sensitive and regulated environments. As an instrumental member of their legal
teams, Tony’s clients value his responsiveness and diligence in steadily anticipating their needs and
possible outcomes long before they occur.. They leverage the unique combination of his legal knowledge
and exceptional business acumen to help them navigate their operations in a calculated manner that
minimizes risk and optimizes opportunity to advance their business objectives.

Regardless of the type of transaction, Tony never comes to the table without his results-oriented
approach, which he has been consistently building since the outset of his near-three-decade career, with
the most prominent leap during his tenure as Managing Partner of business law at an international
accounting firm in Canada.

To complement his business law practice, Tony has served as a director on several boards, and provided
legal commentary and insight on an e-learning Director Training module and platform for a global
accounting firm. Over the years, Tony has embraced the importance of giving back to the communities in
which he lives and works, and has provided support and pro bono counsel to a variety of charities, most
currently, Sleeping Children Around The World.

Expertise
Business Law
International & Cross-Border Business



Mergers & Acquisitions
Private Equity
Tax

Memberships
Canadian Bar Association

Ontario Bar Association

Credentials
Called to the Ontario Bar, 1994

Education
J.D., University of Windsor, 1993

MBA, Queen’s University, 1990

B.A., York University, 1988
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